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Abstract 
 
Multisensory integration (MSI) is a fundamental emergent property of mammalian brain. During 
MSI, perceptual information encoded in patterned activity is processed in multimodal association 
cortex. However, the systems-level neuronal dynamics that coordinate MSI remain unknown. Here, 
I demonstrate that association cortex contains intrinsic hub-like network activity that regulates MSI. 
I engineered novel calcium reporter mouse lines based on the fluorescence resonance energy 
transfer sensor Yellow Cameleon (YC2.60) expressed in excitatory or inhibitory neurons. In medial 
and parietal association cortex, I observed spontaneous slow waves that self-organized into hubs 
defined by long-range excitatory and local inhibitory circuits. Unlike directional source/sink-like 
flows in sensory areas, medial/parietal excitatory and inhibitory hubs had net zero balanced inputs. 
Remarkably, multisensory inputs triggered rapid phase-locking of excitatory hub activity persisting 
for seconds after the stimulus. Therefore, association cortex has a propensity to form balanced 
excitatory networks that configure slow wave phase-locking for MSI. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
Multisensory integration 
    Multisensory integration (MSI) involving the synthesis of neural information from cross-modal 
sensory stimuli may complement responses from individual modalities and enhance behavioral 
performance (Stein and Stanford, 2008). Multisensory responses observed many regions in the 
brain and can be roughly divided into two types of responses, amplitude (Stein and Stanford, 2008; 
Ghazanfar and Schroder, 2006) and phase (van Atteveldt et al., 2014) modulation. The amplitude 
modulation is that the response amplitude of a recording signal to multisensory simultaneously 
stimulus exceeds summation of responses to two or more single modal sensory stimuli (non-
primary sensory area) or modulates responses to representative input with non-representative 
input (primary sensory area) (Schroeder and Foxe, 2005). On the other hand, the phase modulation 
is that alignment of ongoing oscillations with a sensory stimulation among trials and degree of the 
alignment can be enhanced with multisensory stimuli (van Atteveldt et al., 2014). 
    The amplitude-modulation type responses were observed in superior colliculus (Meredith and 
Stein, 1λ83), striatum (Reig and Silberberg, 2014), and cerebral cortex (Ghazanfar and Schroder, 
2006). In the cortex of primate and human, the multisensory responses were not reported only in 
parietal and frontal association cortices (Bruce et al., 1λ81; Duhamel et al., 1λλ8; Sugihara et al., 
2006) but also in primary sensory areas (Schroeder and Foxe, 2005). In the rodents, the amplitude 
modulation was not observed in the association cortical areas, but reported in border regions 
between primary sensory cortices (Brett-Green et al., 2003; Lippert et al., 2013; Olcese et al., 2013; 
Wallace et al., 2004) and insula cortex (Gogolla et al., 2014).  
    The phase-modulation type responses were observed only in the primary sensory area of the 
cerebral cortex, which is called phase reset (Kayser et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2007; Sieben et al., 
2013). Phase relations of cortical oscillations are crucial for intercortical communications (Varela et 
al., 2001). The phase reset was observed mainly in the lower-frequency, delta and theta band 
(Schroeder and Lakatos, 200λ), and can be an underlying mechanism of associating temporal 
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synchronized sensory inputs, for example, the cocktail party effect (We can hear a certain person’s 
voice even in a very noisy environment such as cocktail party) implies associating fluctuations of a 
mouth movement and a hearing voice (van Atteveldt et al., 2014). Phase relationship between 
distant areas mediates gating of information between the areas (Fell and Axmacher, 2011). 
Whereas Gamma-band (30-80 Hz) oscillations are committed to feature binding across modalities 
and selective attention is based on phase synchronization, slow-wave oscillation (<1 Hz) 
propagates through the entire cortex and is thought to be involved in information transfer, sensory 
amplification, and attention (Schroeder and Lakatos, 200λ). 
    Additionally, cell-type specific functions were also observed in some of the multisensory 
regions (Gogolla et al., 2014; Olcese et al., 2013). In the border region between V1 and S1 area, 
only pyramidal excitatory neurons have somatosensory-visual multisensory response property and 
parvalbumin (PV) inhibitory neurons modulate the pyramidal neuronal responses to multisensory 
stimulus (Olcese et al., 2013). Activity of inhibitory neurons in the insula cortex in a developmental 
period is critical for organizing multisensory responsiveness of the insula (Gogolla et al., 2014). 
    As described above, multisensory responses were reported in various brain regions and 
interactions among the regions can be important for the MSI, but it is unclear how they interact. A 
problem of previous studies is that they recorded from one or few points of the brain, though the 
MSI seems to be achieved by interaction among many brain regions. I thought the wide-field 
imaging method could solve the problem and reveal the interregional interactions for the MSI. 
 
Wide-field imaging methods 
    Wide-field imaging methods are powerful tools for viewing intercortical activity. Several 
methods are available using intrinsic signals, chemical dye and genetically encoded sensors. 
    Intrinsic imaging methods use hemodynamics (Lippert et al., 2013; Olcese et al., 2013; Schuett 
et al., 2002) or flavoprotein fluorescence (Gogolla et al., 2014; Hishida et al., 2014; Yoshitake et 
al., 2013) as physiological recorded signals. These signals can record with high spatial resolution 
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compared to other neural recoding methods such as electrophysiological recording and also 
achieve transcranial imaging, recording through the intact mouse skull and being low invasiveness. 
It has, however, low temporal resolution compared with neuronal signals because they are kinds 
of metabolic signals and the fluctuations are very slow. 
    Using extrinsic inductions of voltage-sensitive dyes (Ferezou et al., 2007; Manita et al., 2015; 
Mohajerani et al., 2013) and calcium indicators (Busche et al., 2015; Stroh et al., 2013), we can 
achieve wide-field imaging of neural activities with high spatiotemporal resolution. The limitations 
of these methods, however, are the lack of cell-type selectivity and invasiveness of the dye loading.  
    Cell-type specific expression methods of genetically encoded voltage-sensitive and calcium-
sensitive fluorescence sensors can overcome these limitations. Many types of genetically encoded 
sensors were developed to detect calcium fluctuations. The sensors can be introduced with viral 
vectors (Andermann et al., 2011; Minderer et al., 2012), electroporation (Bellay et al., 2015; 
Carandini et al., 2015; Tsutsui et al., 2013) and creating transgenic (Tg) animals ( Allen et al., 2017; 
Madisen et al., 2015; Makino et al., 2017; Murakami et al., 2015; Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Monai 
et al., 2016). Except Tg method, it is difficult to stably control the expression level, duration, and 
locus of the target genes, and the use of Tg mice for wide-field imaging is still limited mainly to 
excitatory networks (Madisen et al., 2015; Murakami et al., 2015; Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Makino 
et al., 2017). Imaging of other cell populations like astrocytes (Monai et al., 2016) or inhibitory 
neurons (Allen et al., 2017) were reported very recently. I improved this method to observe signals 
from more minor cell population in the brain. 
 
Genetic techniques for improving cell-type selectivity and signal sensitivity 
    We should consider several aspects of the method to extract fluorescence signals from smaller 
cell populations, and I will focus on genetic techniques about three points, cell-type selectivity, gene 
expression level and genetically encoded sensors. 
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    Various gene techniques were developed to express target genes in specific cell populations, 
such as cell-type specific gene promoters, Cre/LoxP and Tet systems (Luo et al., 2008). Cell-type 
specific promoters can work in specific types of cells, which express the original genes, for example 
the Tau promoter works in pan-neuron (Binder et al., 1985), Emx1 works in the telencephalon 
excitatory neurons and astrocytes (Iwasato et al., 2000) and VGAT works in inhibitory neurons 
(Ogiwara et al., 2013). The Cre/LoxP and Tet systems are more complex. In the Cre/LoxP system, 
Cre protein cuts a DNA sequence flanked by the LoxP sequence (floxed) and regulates the floxed 
or downstream gene expression and Cre proteins are expressed under the control of a cell-type 
specific promoter. The Tet system is similar that target gene expressions are regulated by the Tet 
operator (TetO) protein expression and the TetO expresses under the control of a cell-type specific 
promoter. One of the advantages of the Cre/LoxP and Tet systems is that, after establishing Tg 
mice lines, we can create various types of Tg mice for many experimental purposes with just 
crossing driver (Cre and TetO expressing) and reporter (target gene expressing) Tg mice. Many 
groups developed driver (Harris et al., 2014) and reporter (Madisen et al., 2015) Tg mice, and we 
can label, monitor and manipulate in cell-specific functions by just crossing those mice. 
    The target gene expression level of a Tg mice line is affected by various factors such as the 
promoter activity, messenger RNA (mRNA) stability and inserted genome locus. In my study, I tried 
and achieved to increase the expression level of the calcium sensor by stabilizing mRNA. I used a 
Simian virus 40 (SV40) intron containing a splicing signal (Palmiter et al., 1991) and Woodchuck 
hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element (WPRE) (Choi et al., 2014) both of which 
stabilize the mRNA structure. 
   Many genetically encoded probes were developed to detect calcium or voltage signal. 
Intracellular calcium concentration of neuron rises 10 to 100 times higher in actives states than in 
resting state (Berridge et al., 2000), and it makes us easy to detect the neuronal activities. The 
most major genetically-encoded calcium indictor (GECI) is GCaMP (Grienberger and Konnerth, 
2012). GCaMP is a single fluorescence protein-based sensor and has high fluctuation ratio and 
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fast kinetics (Chen et al., 2013). Some of Tg mice for wide-field calcium imaging (Murakami et al., 
2015; Vanni and Murphy, 2014) use GCaMP3 as a calcium probe. However, it is hard to remove 
the noise component, which derives from respiration, pulsation and body movements, because 
GCaMP is a single protein based sensor, and it is difficult to distinguish between signals originating 
from neural activity and noise. Another major calcium indicator is Cameleon (Nagai et al., 2004; 
Horikawa et al, 2010). Cameleon is a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) based 
calcium-sensitive fluorescence protein, which can reduce the noise component with a ratiometric 
procedure of two fluorescence signals from accepter and donor fluorescent proteins. Noise 
extraction methods based on the FRET system were developed in some groups (Akemann et al., 
2012; Carandini et al., 2015). Additionally, Cameleon showed relatively higher affinity to calcium 
than GCaMP (Chen et al., 2013; Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Horikawa et al., 2010). Some 
variants of Cameleon can detect lower concentration calcium fluctuation, possibly sub-threshold 
fluctuation. 
 
    To advance wide-field calcium imaging technology, I established a novel transgenic (Tg) 
mouse line that expresses Yellow Cameleon 2.60 (YC2.60) (Nagai et al., 2004), a variant of 
Cameleon, in selective neuronal populations using the Cre/loxP system. To increase cell-type 
selectivity, restricting only to neurons, I use the Tau BAC promoter (Binder et al., 1985). I also 
combined a SV40 intron (Palmiter et al., 1991) and the WPRE sequence (Choi et al., 2014), to 
increase YC2.60 expression and detect the fluorescence signals more effectively. With these 
techniques, I achieved to detect calcium signals from small neural populations, inhibitory neurons 
whose cell density is around 1/5 of excitatory one. 
  I sought to advance the technologies to analyze wide-field cell-type-specific cortical dynamics, 
by establishing novel Tg mouse lines that express YC 2.60 in selective neuronal populations using 
the Cre/loxP system. After crossbreeding the YC2.60 mouse with Emx1-Cre (Iwasato et al., 2000) 
and VGAT-Cre lines (Ogiwara et al., 2013), respectively, I was able to observe clear neural activity 
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in excitatory and inhibitory networks in vivo. In parallel with the Tg lines, I also developed novel 
analytical methods to specifically extract neural activity from broadband calcium signals, thereby 
achieving quantitative wide-field imaging of both excitatory and inhibitory neuronal populations. I 
found that intercortical spontaneous connectivity for excitatory networks was broader than that of 
inhibitory networks and slow waves showed a balanced flow in and out of hub-like centers in medial 
and parietal association cortices. Global responses to multisensory stimuli could be computed as 
combinations of responses to each unimodal stimulus regardless of the cell type. Nevertheless, in 
excitatory networks, multimodal stimuli produced phase-locking of ongoing cortical slow oscillations 
for several seconds after stimulation at medial/parietal association cortex regions, suggesting that 
MSI employs balanced excitatory network hubs. 
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Chapter 2  Materials and Methods 
 
Animals 
All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the RIKEN 
Institutional Animal Care and Experimentation Committee. All studied mice were on the same 
C57Bl6J genetic background, 3-8 month of ages. 
 
DNA construction 
The YC2.60 sequence was extracted by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification from 
YC2.60/pRSETB (Nagai et al., 2004) using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Finnzymes) 
with primers containing restriction enzyme recognition sequences, and the Kozak sequence 
additionally in the sense primer, at the 5’-end of 20-base pair (bp) complementary sequences. The 
Kozak-YC2.60 sequences were inserted downstream of the LoxP-Stop(pgk-neo-polyA)-LoxP (LSL) 
sequence (Gene Bridges), followed by insertion of the woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional 
regulatory element (provided by Dr. Karl Deisseroth), the SV40 small T antigen intron (providing 
the splice signal), and a polyA sequence (derived from the pMSG cloning vector, Genebank 
Accession Number U13860) into the pHSG397 vector (Takeshita et al., 1987) using Ligation high 
(TOYOBO). The LSL-YC2.60 cassette was inserted downstream of the Tau-promoter sequence of 
a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone RP23-344E9 (BACPAC Resources Center) using the 
Red/ET recombination technique (Gene Bridges). The woodchuck hepatitis virus 
posttranscriptional regulatory element and SV40 small T antigen intron sequences were used to 
stabilize mRNA and increase YC2.60 protein expression, and the Tau BAC promoter was used to 
restrict YC2.60 expression to only neurons (Binder et al., 1985). The Tau-LSL-YC2.60 BAC-DNA 
was linearized and injected into the pronuclei of zygotes of C57BL/6 inbred mice at 2 ng/µl. 
Genotyping of the LSL-YC2.60 mice was performed by PCR using universal green fluorescent 
protein primers (forward primer, 5′-AAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTCAC-3′; reverse primer, 5′-
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GTCGTCCTTGAAGAAGATGG-3 ′ ; for 303-bp products or forward primer, 5 ′ -
AAGATCCGCCACAACATCG-3′; reverse primer, 5′-TTCTCGTTGGGGTCTTTGCT-3′; for 
146-bp products). 
 
Transgenic line selection and mouse generation 
Each LSL-YC2.60 transgenic mouse line was bred with Emx1-Cre knock-in (Neo) mice (Iwasato 
et al., 2000) expressing Cre in the excitatory neurons of the telencephalon. The double transgenic 
animals were deeply anesthetized with 0.5 ml of 2.5% tribromoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich) and 
intracardially perfused with cold 4% paraformaldehyde (Nakalai Tesque) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, 
pH 8.0. Brains were dissected out from the skull and postfixed for 1 h with the same fixative on ice. 
Sagittal sections were cut into 100-µm thick sections with a Linear-slicer (Dosaka) and mounted 
onto slides with Immu-Mount (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images of the sections were digitized using 
a virtual slide scanner (NanoZoomer-RS C10730-2, Hamamatsu Photonics). I selected transgenic 
mouse lines by comparing the spatial expression patterns and fluorescence intensities of the 
acquired images of each line. The selected tLSL-YC2.60 mice were crossed with Emx1-Cre knock-
in (Neo) and VGAT-Cre transgenic mice (Ogiwara et al., 2013) to generate Emx1-YC and VGAT-
YC mice, respectively. 
 
Immunohistochemistry 
Animals were deeply anesthetized with 0.5 ml of 2.5% tribromoethanol and intracardially perfused 
with cold 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. Brains were dissected out from 
the skull and postfixed for 1 h with the same fixative on ice. The brains were equilibrated at 4°C 
overnight in 15% sucrose, again overnight in 30% sucrose, and then frozen in OCT compound 
(Sakura FineTeck Japan). The samples were sliced at a 30-µm thickness with a cryostat (HM560, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
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    For anti-CaMKIIα staining, the tissue sections were preincubated in 0.8% Block Ace (DS 
Pharma Biomedical) or 5% normal goat serum in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.1% 
TritonX-100 (PBST) for 1 h and incubated with mouse anti-CaMKIIα (05-532; Millipore; 1:500) 
antibodies/0.4% Block Ace (or 5% normal goat serum) in PBST buffer in a cold room overnight. 
After incubation with Alexa 594-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) (Life Technologies; 
1:500)/0.4% Block Ace in PBST buffer at room temperature for 1 h, the slices were mounted onto 
MAS-coated glass slides (Matsunami Glass Ind., Ltd.) with Hard-Set Mounting Medium containing 
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Vector Laboratories) or Shandon Immu-Mount (Thermo Scientific). 
For anti-GABA staining, I used rabbit anti-GABA primary antibodies (A2052, Sigma-Aldrich; 
1:1000) and Alexa 594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) (Life Technologies). For anti-S100β 
staining, I used rabbit anti-S100β (37a, Swant; 1μ1000) or mouse anti-S100β (SH-B1, Sigma; 
1:1000) as the primary antibody, and the secondary antibodies were the same as the above Alexa-
594 antibodies. For double-staining of CaMKIIα and S100β, or GABA and S100β, I used Alexa 
647-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) (Life Technologies) or Alexa 647-conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG (H + L) (Life Technologies) as the secondary antibody for anti-S100β. Naïve YC2.60 
(Venus) and Alexa (594 or 647) fluorescence were viewed by laser confocal scanning microscopy 
(FV1000D, Olympus). The Venus- and Alexa-positive cells were counted manually using an ImageJ 
plug-in, Cell Counter (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/cell-counter.html).  
 
Wide-field imaging 
The mice were implanted with a stainless-steel chamber plate on the head and the skull was 
coated with clear dental cement (Super-bond C&B, Sun Medical) for transparentization under 
ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (25 mg/kg) anesthesia. The head plate was tilted at about 9.5° 
from the horizontal line to view the left auditory cortex. After at least 1 week recovery, the head 
plate was fixed to head clamp apparatus and the cortical activity was observed transcranially under 
a mixture of fentanyl (0.05 mg/kg), midazolam (5.0 mg/kg), and medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg) 
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anesthesia (fentanyl-anesthetized condition, Figure 2B). In the isoflurane-anesthetized condition, 
the mice were weakly anesthetized with 0.8% isoflurane. In the awake condition, after experiments 
were performed or just a mouse was set under the microscopy in the isoflurane-anesthetized 
condition, the isoflurane exposure was terminated and spontaneous movement of the mice was 
confirmed after several minutes. Body temperature was maintained at approximately 37°C with a 
heating pad (ATC-402, Unique Medical). During the imaging, heart beat and respiration rate were 
monitored at 1-kHz sampling frequency with a photoreflector (RPR-220, Rohm) attached to the 
hindlimb and with a piezoelectric film (LDT0-028K, Measurement Specialties) underneath the chest, 
respectively, installed on an open source microcontroller (Arduino Uno). This imaging method 
enabled the chronic observation of the cortical activity for several months. 
 The cortical hemispheres were illuminated with an excitation light through a blue bandpass 
filter (438/24 nm, Semrock) from a 250W metal halide lamp (IMH-250, Sigma Koki) (Figure 2A). 
Fluorescence from the cortex was converged with a photographic lens (f = 50 mm F/1.2, Nikon), 
longer wavelength light was passed through a dichroic mirror (510 nm, Chroma) and an emission 
filter (542/27 nm, Semrock), and shorter wavelength light was reflected on the mirror and passed 
through another filter (483/32 nm, Semrock). The longer and shorter wavelength fluorescence 
derived from Venus and ECFP, respectively. The two types of light were converged again with 
another set of the same lenses and focused onto two charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras 
(Falcon 2M30, Dalsa), individually. All of these instruments were equipped with a multiaxial tandem-
lens microscope that Dr. Takamasa Yoshida originally developed (Sigma Koki; Yoshida et al., 
2012). Image frames from the two cameras were captured simultaneously at 800×600 pixels, 10 
bits, and 30 frames per second with a frame grabber (Xcelera-CL PX4 Dual, Dalsa) using a 
computer. 
 
Flavoprotein autofluorescence and optical intrinsic signal imaging 
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   Preparation of mice and micrograph image reconstruction were the same as that for wide-field 
imaging, except for the addition of filter sets for excitation and emission lights. In flavoprotein 
autofluorescence imaging, the excitation lights were produced with a bandpass filter (470/40 nm, 
Chroma) and the emission lights were detected with another filter (525/50 nm, Chroma). In optical 
intrinsic hemodynamic signal imaging, the illumination lights were generated with a bandpass filter 
(605/15 nm, Semrock) and reflectance was collected through a second same bandpass filter. 
 
Electrophysiological recording  
For local field potential recording in the S1BFc, after wide-field calcium imaging to extract the target 
region responsive to whisker stimulation, a craniotomy (φ ~2 mm) was performed at that location 
with a dental drill. A fragment of the skull was removed, and the dura was carefully removed with a 
bent 27-gauge hypodermic needle. The mouse was set under the microscope and a glass pipette 
electrode (< 1 MΩ; GC150F-10, Harvard Apparatus) filled with an artificial cerebrospinal fluid 
(aCSF) containing following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 25.7 
NaHCO3, 25 D-(+)-glucose was inserted using a manipulator system (MP-225, ROE-200, MPC-
200, Sutter Instrument Co.) while checking the fluorescence images of the microscopy. The pipette 
was inserted into the target region 200 to 300 µm from the brain surface. The mouse head plates 
were filled with aCSF. Data were acquired with a MultiClamp700B amplifier, Digidata1440A digitizer 
and Clampex 10.4 software (Molecular Devices), with 10 kHz sampling rate, filtered at 4 kHz with 
a Bessel filter and 200–500x gain. For local field potential and multiunit recording in the V1M area, 
I identified the V1M area with response pattern to visual stimulation of the wide-field calcium 
imaging. A silicon probe (1.2~1.7 MΩ; Buszaki32, Neuronexus) was inserted into the target region 
200 to 400 µm from the brain surface while checking the fluorescence images of the microscopy. 
Data were acquired with a Digital Lynx 4SX and Cheetah software (Neuralynx), with 32 kHz 
sampling rate, filtered between 0.1 and 9 kHz band-pass. To identify multiunit activities, I filtered 
the recording signals with 300 – 5k Hz band-pass filter, selected a channel, which had the largest 
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unit activities, and detect spikes by thresholding with 4 or more standard deviations of the 
normalized traces. Firing rate was computed within 200 ms time window and normalized the mean 
and standard deviation through each trial. Local field potentials were 10 Hz low-pass filtered signals 
of the channel. Onsets of image acquisition and sensory stimulus were also recorded to adjust the 
Ca2+ FRET signal traces and the local field potential traces for offline analysis. 
 
Multisensory stimulation 
Mechanical deflection of a piezoelectric actuator (CMBP05, Noliac) was delivered to the whiskers 
(B1, C1, C4, D2, E1, and E3) contralateral to the target hemisphere. All of the other whiskers were 
removed. An individual whisker was inserted into the lumen of a blunt needle (27G, Nipro) that was 
attached to the actuator and the tip of the needle was placed 5 mm from the face (Figure 2C). The 
actuators were controlled to generate a 10-Hz square-wave pattern at an angle of deflection of ~0.2 
to 15° with the drivers (NDR6110, Noliac) and Arduino microcontroller. I individually stimulated six 
whiskers to reconstruct the whisker map and three whiskers, e.g., C1, E1, and E3, were 
simultaneously evoked under other conditions. The deflection was measured in advance with a 
laser displacement meter (IL-S025 / IL-1000, Keyence). In awake condition, whiskers were stuck 
to the blunt needles with instant glue, and a shield was placed to protect the blunt needles because 
the whiskers could be removed by whisking or touching with forelimbs of the mouse. 
    Pure tones (5.7, 9.5, 11.3, 16, 19, and 22.6 kHz) and white noise (flat from 1 Hz to 100 kHz) 
were presented from a speaker (Companion2 III, Bose) located 13 cm in front of the mouse’s nose 
(Figure 2C), and amplitude-modulated with a 20-Hz sinusoidal envelope (Takahashi et al., 2006). 
The pure tones and white noise were generated with a direct digital synthesizer (AD9834, Analog 
Devices) and a Zener diode, respectively. Amplitude modulation was created with a 12-bit digital-
to-analog converter (MCP4922, Microchip) and the volume was controlled with a sound attenuator 
(NJW1159, New JRC) and an Arduino microcontroller. Pure tones of 70-dB sound-pressure level 
(SPL) were used to reproduce the tonotopic map, whereas the white noise varied from 55 to 85 dB 
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SPL for the other conditions. The SPL of each stimulus and ambient sound were measured in 
advance at the location of the mouse’s head with a sound-level meter (Type 6224, Aco). The 
background sound level was ~50 dB. 
    A red light-emitting diode (LED; Ȝ = 637 nm, φ5 mm, OptoSupply) emitted light flickering at 10 
Hz (a square wave with 50-ms on and 50-ms off) on the mouse’s right eye trough an aluminum 
tube, which placed the tip of the LED 10 mm from the eye (Figure 2C). The illumination intensity 
was varied from ~0.3 to 13 mW/m2 during the light on using a current source (LT3092, Linear 
Technology) and an Arduino microcontroller. Irradiance was measured in advance with a 
spectrometer (ColoMeter, Spectra Co-op). To test the retinotopic map, I used a drifting grating 
stimuli. For stimulation, a liquid crystal display monitor (10.4 inch, DuraVision FDX1001, Eizo) was 
placed ~15 cm apart from the right eye, in which the angle between the screen and the mouse’s 
midline was set at 45° (Figure 2A). Square-wave gratings (spatial frequency, 0.05 c/d; temporal 
frequency, 1 Hz) drifting back and forth every 1.5 s in six orientations (0–150° at intervals of 30°) 
were produced with an open-source programming language, Processing (http://processing.org). 
The luminance of the white bars of the grating was ~14 cd/m2, black bars 1.0 cd/m2, and gray 
background 2.8 cd/m2 on the screen. The oriented gratings were presented in random order at one 
region divided into six equal parts vertically on the screen. The luminance of the screen was 
determined in advance with a luminance meter (ColoSuke, Spectra Co-op). 
    An experimental trial comprised a pre-stimulus period, a subsequent response period, and a 
post period every 5 s, in which the onset of the response period coincided with that of the stimulation. 
The duration of each stimulus was set at 5 s for the grating stimulation and 500 ms for the other 
conditions. Several trials of different stimulus conditions were repeated continuously in pseudo-
random order every 6 or 24 times. Imaging of the spontaneous activity without any stimulus 
preceded trial blocks of all other conditions in a daily session. The control of the trial sequence was 
synchronized with the image frame-grabber using custom-made software. The master Arduino 
microcontroller received trigger signals from the computer for the imaging and controlled each 
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stimulator using custom software written in Processing. The face and forelimbs of the mice were 
viewed with a web camera equipped with infrared LEDs (GR-CAM130N2, Groovy). 
    For multisensory stimulation, to determine stimulation parameters that adequately evoke 
cortical responses in different sensory modalities, I measured stimulus intensity - response 
functions, also called neurometrics, and defined the optimal intensities so that the metrics would 
not be excessive for each individual modality as follows: whisker stimulation (S), ~1.6° deflection 
of three whiskers; auditory stimulation (A), amplitude-modulated white noise of 80 dB SPL; and 
visual stimulation (V), ~0.6 mW/m2 flickering LED light. Combinations of sensory stimuli composed 
of S, S+A, S+V, S+A+V, A, A+V, and V were presented at the same onset in the trial sequence. 
Additionally, considering the latency of the evoked response in the visual cortex compared with the 
other modalities (Mohajerani et al., 2013; Wallace et al., 2004), I prepared a visual stimulus in which 
the onset preceded the other stimuli by 30 ms (Vp) and combined the other modalities as follows: 
S+Vp, S+A+Vp, and A+Vp.  
 
Muscimol injection 
After wide-field calcium imaging to extract the target region responsive to whisker stimulation, a 
craniotomy (φ ~2mm) was performed at an appropriate location with a drill. After removing a 
fragment of the skull, the dura was carefully removed with a bent 27G hypodermic needle. The 
mouse head plates were filled with aCSF. Before muscimol injection, multisensory response 
images were acquired as controls. Muscimol (0.1 µl of 10 mM, Wako Pure Chemical) in PBS buffer 
was pressure-injected through a glass capillary (φ ~30 µm; B100-75-10, Sutter Instrument). The 
pipette was inserted into the target region 200–300 µm from the brain surface. About 10 minutes 
after the injection, multisensory responses were imaged again. 
 
AAV purification and injection 
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Viruses were produced using a triple-transfection, helper-free method (Samulski et al., 1989) and 
purified using ultracentrifugation (Zhang et al., 2010). The 293 FT cells (Invitrogen) were cultured 
in 30 ml D-10 Complete Medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium containing 10% heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum, 1 mM sodium pyruvate solution, 0.075% sodium bicarbonate 
solution, 1% penicillin-streptomycin-L-glutamine solution) in 225 cm2 cell culture flasks (Nunc, 
159934) at 37ºC/5% CO2, until the 293 FT cells reached approximately 70 to 80% confluence. They 
were transfected with pHelper, pAAV-DJ8 (Cell Biolabs), and pAAV-CaMKII–mCre (Codon-
optimized Cre for mammalian, Koresawa et al., 2000; provided by Dr. Joshua Johansen of RIKEN 
BSI). Plasmids (20 µg) were mixed with 293fectin transfection regent (Invitrogen) in 300 µl Opti-
MEM (Invitrogen) and incubated for 30 min at 25ºC before the mixture was transferred to 70–80% 
confluent 293 FT cells. After 3 days incubation at 37ºC/5% CO2, the lysate was collected and 
pelleted by centrifugation for 30 min at 2500 rpm, followed by filtration with 0.45-µm filters (Millix). 
The cleared lysate was moved into ultracentrifuge tubes and 20% sucrose/PBS solution was added 
to the bottom of the tubes before centrifuging in a SW-28 rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 22,000 rpm 
at 4ºC for 2 h. After pouring out the supernatant, viruses at the bottom were eluted with 100 µl of 
cold PBS. The final purified viruses were stored at -80ºC. Genomic AAV titers were determined 
according to the published protocol (Rohr et al., 2002) with modifications. Real-time quantitative 
PCR was perfumed using the THUNDERBIRD SYBR rqPCR mix (TOYOBO) and the following 
primersμ polyA forwardμ 5’-GTATGGAGCAAGGGGCAAG-3’, polyA reverseμ 5’-
AGGCGGAGATTGCAGTGAG-3’. The expected length was 10λ bp. 
    The tLSL-YC mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and positioned in a stereotaxic frame 
(Angle two, Leica). AAV.DJ/8-CaMKII-mCre (3.32×1011 genome copy/ml) were injected in the left 
hemisphere around the following coordinates; M2r: from Bregma, ML, -0.92 mm, AP, 1.14 mm; 
M2c: ML, -0.9 mm, AP, -1.03 mm; S1BFc: ML, -3.11 mm, AP, -1.55 mm. I injected the viruses into 
M2r and M2c for PLF analysis of multisensory stimulus, and into S1BFc for evoked response 
analysis to whisker stimulation. After craniotomies (~1mm) using a drill, a glass capillary (φ ~30 
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µm; B100-75-10, Sutter Instrument) was placed around each site (300 µm depth from the pia), 
where it could avoid blood vessels, and 0.2 µl-purified virus was delivered to each site (0.1 µl/min). 
After the injection, the capillary was held in place for an additional minute to allow the virus to diffuse 
in each region. The holes were covered with 1% agarose (Agarose-HGS, Nakalai Tesque) and a 
cover slip (custom made φ3 mm, Matsunami). All animals were allowed 3 weeks to recover and 
express YC2.60 gene before calcium imaging. 
 
Data preprocessing 
All data were processed and analyzed with MATLAB. Imaging data were resized to 400×300 pixels 
with 2×2 binning. Image frames were aligned to a reference image that was the first frame using 
TurboReg (http://bigwww.epfl.ch/thevenaz/turboreg), a Java plug-in for NIH ImageJ. Venus image 
was also aligned to the ECFP image using a phase-only correlation method (Takita et al., 2003). 
The midline and bregma were determined manually from the surface structure of the skull. 
 
Equalized ratioing with principal component analysis 
To correct the difference in the fluorescence intensity of Venus and ECFP, I equalized the power 
of the signal component derived from the heart beat in the two signals using the following steps: 
(1) pixel averaging to reduce the computational cost, (2) wavelet filtering > 3 Hz to extract the faster 
components mainly contaminated with heart beats, and (3) principal component analysis (PCA) to 
identify the heart-beat signal as the primary principal component (PC1) in the Venus-ECFP signal 
intensity function. The slope of PC1 was approximated as 1 to become the same level of the heart-
beat power in the two signals by multiplying the reciprocal of the slope to the function as a scaling 
coefficient. The Venus signals were divided by the ECFP signals equalized by the scaling factor. 
The process of singular value decomposition is shown as follows: � = ࢁ�ࢂ�, 
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ࢂ = ቀ�ଵଵ �ଵଶ�ଶଵ �ଶଶቁ , �ଵ = �ଶଵ/�ଵଵ,       ݏ = ͳ/�ଵ, 
where � is the time course, ࢁ and ࢂ are the left and right singular matrices, � is the singular 
value matrix, � is an element of the right singular matrix, �ଵ is the slope of PC1, and ݏ is a 
scaling factor. In the case that the slope of PC1 was greater than 1 or less than 1 due to divergence, 
the slope was converged on 1 by repeating process of multiplying the reciprocal of the slope, as 
shown below: �௜+ଵ = ݏ௜�௜ , ݏ = ∏ ݏ௜௜ , 
where i is the index of iterations of singular value decomposition, and finally, scaling factors in the 
iterations were multiplied. Additionally, components > 3 Hz in the ratio signals were reduced by 
wavelet denoising (Jansen, 2001). 
 
Grand averaging 
After determining the midline angle and coordinates of bregma, I turned the image axis around 
bregma to adjust the midline vertically and align the coordinates of the maximum responses to each 
stimulus to three regions of interests (ROIs) for each primary sensory area on the brain atlas (Figure 
3C). Image sequences of 24 trials (6 trials for retinotopic stimulation) were averaged over trials and 
sessions. The frame-averaged period of 1 s before stimulus onset was subtracted from all frames 
as the baseline frame. Some of the subjects were used for duplicated sessions. Finally, areas of 
fields of view, except cortical areas, were masked in each image frame. 
 
Detrending and ΔR/R 
Pre- and post-stimulus periods were defined as the 5-s period before a stimulus onset and the 7 to 
10 s after stimulus onset. For time-courses at each ROI, the baselines were determined by 
averaging the time traces at pre- and post-stimulus periods for each trial. Second-order fitting 
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curves at both the pre- and post-stimulus periods were computed by a least-squares method as 
trend curves and subtracted from the original time traces for each trial. The baselines of acceptor 
were added to the processed traces so that the baseline levels were reset to a ratio of 1. For 
conversion into ΔR/R, the baselines were subtracted from the detrended traces and then the 
residuals were divided by the baseline. 
 
Cortical topographic map reconstruction 
Pixel and temporal standard deviations (SD) in image frames during the 5 s before a stimulus onset 
were computed as the SD at the pre-stimulus period. Response periods for whisker and visual 
stimulation were defined as during the 2 s after stimulus onset, whereas for auditory stimulation, 
the response period was defined as from 1 to 2 s after stimulus onset. To reconstruct each 
topographic map, I individually selected optimal thresholds (whisker, 3 SD; auditory, 1.2 SD; visual, 
1.7 SD). Image frames were averaged over the pre-stimulus period and each response period, 
which were defined as the base image and response image. In the response image, pixels that 
exceeded the level of the base image + SD threshold were identified as areas that represented 
map structures. The identified area maps for different stimulus conditions were superimposed on a 
single image.  
 
Signal-to-noise ratio 
To quantify the response intensity in time traces at a ROI, I defined the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
as the ratio of SDs during the pre-stimulus period and the peak amplitude of the response period 
as follows: SNR = �/� 
where � is the SD during the pre-stimulus period (i.e., 2-s period before stimulus onset) and � is 
the peak response amplitude in the early response period (i.e., 2-s period after stimulus onset) or 
late response period (i.e., 2-s period after the end of the early period). When evoked responses 
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are greater than 1 SD at pre-stimulus baseline, the SNR will be greater than 1. The SNR was grand-
averaged over trials and sessions. 
 
Superiority index of low-frequency component 
To examine frequency structures of spontaneous activity, I defined the superiority index of low-
frequency component (SIlow) as follows: SI୪୭w = ∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୪୭w − ∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୦୧୥୦∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୪୭w + ∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୦୧୥୦ , 
where ݂  is frequency, ∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୪୭w is the sum of low-frequency power from 0.2 to 0.7 Hz, and ∑ �ሺ݂ሻ୦୧୥୦ is the sum of high-frequency power from 1 to 2 Hz. When low-frequency power is larger 
than high-frequency power, the index will be more than 0 and not exceed 1. The index was 
averaged over sessions for each ROI. 
 
 
Seed-pixel correlation map 
To dissect spatial relationships between spontaneous activities at each ROI and other pixels, I 
computed seed-pixel correlations and mapped the correlations using the following steps: (1) pixel-
averaged time traces were created for each ROI (3×3 pixel region) as seed time traces, where the 
length of the time course was 9 min/session, (2) pixel-pairwise correlation coefficients (Pearson 
correlation with zero lag) were calculated between the seed time trace and time traces at all pixels 
region by region, and (3) the correlation coefficients were positioned onto the counterpart pixels of 
each seed to create a map of correlation coefficients. To test the similarity between the map 
patterns of the Emx1 and VGAT data, I created binary patterns of areas with a correlation coefficient 
> 0.5 in the maps and calculated session-pairwise correlations of the binary patterns of the same 
seeds within each genotype and across genotypes. 
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Cross-correlation in ROI-pairwise 
First, pixel-averaged time traces at each ROI, 3×3 pixels, were created for each session, and then 
the time traces of several sessions were concatenated in the session order. I then calculated cross-
correlation coefficients between all pairwise combinations of target ROIs (nodes) and the others 
(counterparts) from -1.5 to 1.5 s at 33-ms intervals. Finally, cross-correlation diagrams were 
depicted for each node, in which only pairs of cross-correlation coefficients ≥ 0.5 were linked and 
the cross-correlation coefficients were encoded into the width of the lines. Additionally, time lags 
from -100 to 100 ms were turned into pseudo colors . 
 
Cross-correlation divergence 
Considering the time lags and cross-correlations simultaneously at each node, I defined 
“divergence” as the index of sinks and sources of flow as followsμ  �௜ = ͳ� ∑ሺ�௜,௝ ∙ �௜,௝ሻ௝ × ͳͲͲ,    if � < Ͳ.5, then � = Ͳ, 
where �௜ is the divergence at node ݅; � is the constant number of all links, which is 20; ݆ is the 
counterpart ROI of node ݅; �௜,௝ is the time lag; and �௜,௝ is a peak correlation between node ݅ and 
counterpart ݆ at the time lag. On average, values higher and lower than 0 indicate that the node is 
a sink or source, respectively, of activity flow. When the number of links was large but divergence 
was close to 0, the flows were thought to cancel out at the node. When the number of links was 
small and divergence is close to 0, the correlation itself did not exist at the node. 
 
Hub-like index 
To quantify hub-like properties (net-zero source/sink divergence and many high-correlation nodes) 
of each ROI, I defined the hub-like index by divergence and the number of links as follows: �௜ = ݉��ሺ|�|ሻ − |�௜|݉�� ሺ|�|ሻ ∙ �௜� , 
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where �௜  is hub-like index at a node݅; |�௜| is the absolute value of divergence at a node ݅; ݉�� ሺ|�|ሻ  is maximum value of absolute divergence in all ROIs; �௜  is the number of high-
correlation links (correlation coefficient > 0.5) at a node ݅; � is the constant number of all links, 
which is 20. The maximum value of the hub-like index is 1 when |�௜| = Ͳ and �௜ = ʹͲ, and the 
minimum is 0. 
 
Cortical parcellation with hierarchical clustering 
To dissect hidden structures of spontaneous activity in the cortical space, I performed hierarchical 
clustering (Jain and Dubes, 1988) of time courses over the spatial extent in each session of 
spontaneous conditions. Cortical fields were partitioned into 3x3-pixel tiles and time courses within 
the individual tiles were pixel-averaged in advance of the clustering. The clustering process 
consisted of following three steps: (1) the clustering was conducted so that the number of clusters 
was decreased at 128, (2) the clustering was consequently carried out so that the number of 
clusters was compressed to 24, (3) the cluster arrangements were reordered based on distances 
between the clusters each other, where Ward’s method based on the Euclidean distance was 
adopted as the distance function between clusters for the clustering. 
 
Comparison of evoked responses and clustered areas 
Similarity between parcellated areas of spontaneous activity by the clustering and each evoked 
area by whisker, visual and auditory stimuli were examined in multiple sessions. Evoked areas 
were specified by the followings: (1) image sequences in multiple sessions were grand-averaged 
in the same stimulus conditions, (2) frame-averaged images over 5-s duration before a stimulus 
onset were defined as base images in the pre-stimulus period, (3) frame-averaged images over 1-
s duration after the stimulus onset were identified as evoked images in the response period, (4) the 
base image was subtracted from the evoked image, and (5) pixel areas exceed 3SD of the pixel 
distribution in the evoked image were chosen as evoked areas.  
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    To select a clustered area that was the most similar to each evoked area in each spontaneous 
session, I defined overlap index as follows: Overlap index = �c୭୫୫୭୬/�u୬୧୭୬ 
where �c୭୫୫୭୬ and �u୬୧୭୬ are the numbers of pixels of the intersection and union between each 
evoked area and all clustered areas, respectively, and a clustered area that had the largest overlap 
index was selected. The index is 1 when a clustered area pattern is perfectly congruent with the 
corresponding evoked area pattern. On the other hand, the index is close to 0 when both patterns 
are overlapped little each other or the area of either pattern was greatly large. 
 
Multisensory evoked response 
Each ΔR/R time trace was normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard 
deviation of baseline ΔR/R values (from 0 to 2 s before stimulus onset) (z-score). Early responses 
were defined as mean values from 0 to 2 s after stimulus onset, and late responses were defined 
as mean responses from 2 to 4 s. For Emx1-YC vs VGAT-YC mice comparison in Figure 8C, only 
datasets showing significant changes in either Emx1-YC or VGAT-YC mice (colored circles in 
Figures 8A and 8B) were used. For single vs multiple stimulus comparison in Figure 8D, the areas 
were thresholded with hub-like index > 0.5 (Figure 6E) and only significant responses were pooled 
for statistical analysis. 
 
Phase-locking factor 
I defined phase-locking as a phenomenon in which the phase of slow oscillation aligns between 
trials for several seconds after the stimulus offset so that I could discriminate this from phase 
resetting, which occurs within several hundred milliseconds after stimulus onset. The ΔR/R time 
trace of each ROI was subtracted from the mean of all the time traces for zero-crossing. To 
decrease delayed-decay components of evoked responses, I removed the low-frequency 
components in the time traces at each ROI trial by trial using a high-pass filter with a 0.5-Hz cutoff 
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frequency. Instantaneous phases of the traces were extracted with the Hilbert transform. I 
determined the phase-locking factor (PLF) (Kawasaki et al., 2014) to validate the phase alignment 
quantitatively. The definition of PLF follows: 
 ���ሺݐሻ = ଵ� ∑ ݁�� ሺ݅�ሺݐ, ݊ሻሻ��=ଵ  
where �  is the number of the trials in a session, ݅  is imaginary unit, and �ሺݐ, ݊ሻ  is the 
instantaneous phase of each time point and trial. The PLF traces were normalized by subtracting 
the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of baseline PLF values (from 1 to 3 s before 
stimulus onset). Significant PLF values were determined by one-way ANOVA (p < 0.05) among 
means of baseline, early (from 0 to 2 s after stimulus onset), and late (from 2 to 4 s after stimulus 
onset) time windows and multiple comparisons (Turkey-Kramer method) with baseline values. 
Similar to Figures 8C and 8D, for the Emx1-YC vs VGAT-YC mice comparison in Figure 10D, 
only datasets containing significant changes in either Emx1-YC or VGAT-YC mice (colored circles 
in Figures 10B and 10C) were used. For single vs multiple stimulus comparison in Figure 10E, the 
areas were thresholded with a > 0.5 hub-like index (Figure 6E) criteria and only significant 
responses were pooled for statistical analysis. 
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Chapter 3  Establishment of cell-type selective wide-field calcium 
imaging (Kuroki et al., 2018) 
 
Establishment of cell-type-specific Yellow Cameleon Tg mouse lines 
MSI, a phenomena that by definition involves brain-wide intracortical dynamics, is ideally studied 
using wide-field imaging with cell-type specificity and reliability. Several systems have been 
developed for wide-field calcium imaging of cortical activity using GECIs of the GCaMP family. 
However, a limitation of most GECIs including GCaMPs for in vivo imaging is the lack of their ability 
to measure relatively pure neuron-derived signals with removal of physiological noise such as 
circulation and respiration artifacts. The removal of non-neuronal activity signals is particularly 
critical for the cell-type-specific network imaging that I performed given the relatively small number 
of inhibitory neurons (Markram et al., 2004). To enable high resolution imaging of excitatory and 
inhibitory neuronal networks without contaminating signals I designed a system for neuronal cell-
type-selective expression of a FRET-based GECI by generating Tg mice expressing the Yellow 
Cameleon reporter YC2.60 (Nagai et al., 2004) under the control of the neuronal Tau promoter to 
limit gene expression predominantly in neurons (Binder et al., 1985), and the Cre/loxP system, 
named Tau-loxP-Stop-loxP (tLSL)-YC2.60 Tg mice (Figure 1A). The YC2.60 mouse enables a 
large dynamic range and relatively high affinity for calcium (Kd = 95 nM, Horikawa et al., 2010), 
compared to GCaMPs (Kd = 144–840 nM, Chen et al., 2013; Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). I 
selected the tLSL-YC2.60 line containing high levels of YC2.60 expression in cortical neurons and 
engineered two mouse lines, Emx1-Cre:tLSL-YC2.60 (Emx1-YC) and VGAT-Cre:tLSL-YC2.60 
(VGAT-YC), for wide-field cortical imaging of excitatory and inhibitory neuronal calcium dynamics, 
respectively, as a proxy for neuronal activity. In the cerebral cortex, Emx1-YC mice exhibited a high 
level of YC2.60 expression (Figure 1B, right), and VGAT-YC mice did relatively lower levels (Figure 
1C, right). 
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    To assess cell-type selectivity, I performed immunohistochemistry of Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC 
mice with anti-CaMKIIα and anti-GABA immunostaining as excitatory and inhibitory neuronal 
markers, respectively (Figures 1D and 1E). In Emx1-YC brain slices, YC2.60-expressing cells 
overlapped with λ8.7% of CaMKIIα-positive cells (551 of 558 cells, N = 22, n = 5), where N and n 
indicate the number of images and the number of subjects, respectively, and collocated with 0.8% 
of GABA-positive cells (1 of 119, N = 36, n = 3). In VGAT-YC mice, YC2.60-expressing cells 
overlapped with 96.8% of GABA-positive cells (122 of 126, N = 33, n = 4) and did not overlap with 
CaMKIIα-positive cells (0 of 111, N = 31, n = 3). These results confirmed the strong cell-type-
selective expression of YC2.60 in excitatory and inhibitory neurons in Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC 
mice, respectively. I also examined neuronal selectivity of the YC2.60 expression in Emx1-YC and 
VGAT-YC mice by staining astrocytes. There was no overlap in either genotype between YC2.60 
and cells positive for the astrocyte marker S100β (Emx1: N = 19, n = 2; VGAT: N = 12, n = 2) 
(Figure 1F and 1G), indicating neuronal and not glial selectivity of these Tg mouse lines. 
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Experimental setup for wide-field calcium imaging and procedure of image data 
I applied Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice to wide-field calcium imaging (see Chapter 2). I used a 
custom-made epifluorescence tandem-lens macroscope (Figure 2A). The mice were anesthetized, 
Figure 1 
Establishment of cell-type-specific YC2.60 Tg mouse lines. 
(A) Schematic of the YC2.60 transgene construct. The YC2.60 gene was inserted downstream of the Tau-loxP-
Stop-loxP (tLSL) sequence. 
(B and C) Low-magnification naive YC2.60 (Venus) fluorescence images of Emx1-YC (B) and VGAT-YC (C) 
mice. Left panels show epifluorescence images of sagittal sections and right panels show confocal images of 
the S1 cortical area in coronal sections. Scale bars = 2 mm (left panel) and 200 µm (right panel). 
(D and E) Immunohistochemistry with anti-CaMKIIα and anti-GABA antibodies of Emx1-YC (D) and VGAT-YC 
(E) mice. Green and red channels indicate naive fluorescence of YC2.60 (Venus) protein and Alexa 594 
fluorescence, which represents CaMKIIα (upper panels) or GABA (lower panels) protein expression, 
respectively. Scale bars = 20 µm. 
(F and G) Immunohistochemistry of astrocytes stained with S100β in Emx1-YC (F) and VGAT-YC (G) mice. 
Green and red channels indicate naïve fluorescence of YC2.60 (Venus) protein and Alexa 647 fluorescence 
(S100β) that highlights either excitatory (F) or inhibitory (G) neurons and astrocytes. Scale bars = 20 µm. 
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and the heads were tilted to exposure auditory areas (Figure 2B). The sensory stimulus was 
supplied with a speaker (auditory), piezo benders (whisker, somatosensory) and red LED light or a 
LCD monitor (visual) (Figures 2A and 2C). In vivo cortical imaging signals include neural activity 
and other non-neuronal physiologic components, for example, movement of the cortical surface 
from heartbeat and respiration rhythms. With FRET sensors like Yellow Cameleon it is in principle 
possible to remove such contaminating components in a ratiometric manner (Lütcke et al., 2010). 
This would not work, however, if the fluorescence intensities of donor and acceptor illuminants were 
different. The original Venus, acceptor protein, and ECFP, the donor protein, show peak signals at 
~1 Hz related to the spontaneous cortical slow oscillation, and at ~4 Hz derived from the heartbeat 
(Figure 2D). The ratiometric (Venus / ECFP signal) results still contains the heartbeat component 
to some extent. Several methods have been used to extract neuronal signal components from 
fluorescence indicators (Akemann et al., 2012; Carandini et al., 2015). To remove noise in the 
FRET signals with greater stability than existing methods, I applied principal component analysis 
to equalize powers of noise component (around 4Hz) of donor and acceptor (see Chapter 2). The 
remaining heartbeat component in the original ratio signal was completely removed by ratioing after 
equalization of the original signals using the computed scaler (Figure 2E) and remaining noise was 
filtered by wavelet denoising (Figure 2F). High-pass signals from both types of fluorescence nearly 
coincided with pulsation signals recorded from the sole of the hindlimb (Figure 2G). Although 
respiration changes estimated from the displacement of the abdomen peaked at ~2 Hz, these 
signals did not contaminate fluorescence signals from the brain. These results suggest that my 
system measured pure neuronal activity signals after the removal of contaminating signals from 
the heartbeat and other tissues.  
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Measurement of sensory evoked responses in primary sensory cortical areas 
I first validated the robustness and reliability of calcium signals in my novel wide-field brain imaging 
system and using the cell-type-specific YC2.60 mouse lines. Cortical responses to whisker, 
auditory, and visual stimuli were measured. Image montages of trial-averaged responses in 
example sessions are shown in Figures 3A and 3B. Frame-averaged images over a period of one 
second before stimulus onset were subtracted from all frames as a base frame. Evoked responses 
to each sensory stimulus emerged at each expected primary cortical area in Emx1-YC and VGAT-
YC mice. Twenty-one representative ROIs were determined on the brain atlas (Figure 3C). 
Responses to auditory stimuli were also evoked in a parietal region around S1HL and PtA, in good 
Figure 2 
Experimental setup of wide-field imaging and data preprocess 
(A) Schematic of the imaging setup. CCD camera 1 and 2 capture Venus and ECFP signals, respectively. 
Display in right front of a mouse was used for grating stimulation. DM, dichroic mirror; Em, emission filter; Ex, 
excitation filter. 
(B) Head plate and head clamp. 
(C) Multisensory stimulators. The skull inside of the head chamber was exposed and transparentized by 
coating with clear dental acrylic. The dot and lines on the skull represent bregma and sutures. 
(D) Original time traces and power spectrum of fluorescence intensities from Venus and ECFP, and their 
signal ratio. The traces were pixel-averaged. 
(E) High-pass traces of Venus and ECFP signals and their principal component analysis plots. 
(F) Equalized traces of Venus and ECFP, and their signal ratio. 
(G) High-pass trace of Venus signal and pulsation and respiration signals. 
Vertical bars indicate fluorescence change (ΔF/F) for Venus and ECFP signals, and fractional change (ΔR/R) 
for the signal ratios. 
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agreement with previous findings (Mohajerani et al., 2013). Topographic response maps in each 
sensory cortex were reconstructed by grand averaging for each type of sensory stimulation 
(whisker: N = 8, n = 8; auditory, N = 8, n = 7; visual, N = 11, n = 7) (Figure 3D), where N and n 
indicates the number of sessions and the number of subjects, respectively. These topographic 
maps were highly consistent with the anatomical and functional areas previously identified in V1 
(Schuett et al., 2002), S1BF (Akemann et al., 2010), and A1 (Kalatsky et al., 2005), indicating the 
high resolution of my imaging system to detect reliable cortical tuning patterns within one area.  
    Pixel-averaged response traces at each ROI, 3×3 pixel regions, in each primary sensory area 
were delineated by grand averaging (Emx1-YC, N = 9, n = 7; VGAT-YC, N = 6, n = 4) (Figure 3E). 
Prominent evoked responses to each type of sensory input were observed after stimulus onset in 
both genotypes. Evoked responses in S1 and V1 appeared as first and second peaks. The first 
peak was greater than the second peak in S1, and vice versa in V1. The first peak was likely an 
early response to a corticipetal input from the thalamus because of its immediate emergence after 
stimulus offset, whereas the second peak was likely a reverberation component. Tails ~2 s after 
the second peak might depend on the decay kinetics of YC2.60 (Bellay et al., 2015). In A1, a 
second peak appeared to be superimposed upon the first peak that was seen as an inflection point 
because the onset of the second peak may be earlier, within 500 ms after stimulus offset, than that 
in other areas. To quantify the evoked responses, I calculated the SNR (Figure 3F). Sensory 
responses in each area showed adequately high SNRs in both genotypes. Only visual responses 
significantly differed between genotypes in the late period (p = 7.44×10-8, Student’s t-
test). Response changes accompanied by stimulus-intensity changes were examined for each 
sensory modality by grand averaging (whisker, N = 10, n = 8; auditory, N = 9, n = 7; visual, N = 7, 
n = 6) (Figures 3G and 3H). Whisker and visual responses decreased exponentially as the stimulus 
intensities decreased linearly, whereas auditory responses decreased almost linearly as the 
stimulus intensity decreased exponentially. The FRET calcium signals were highly correlated to 
electrophysiological signals in a few cortical areas (Figure 4). Peak cross-correlation coefficient 
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between local field potentials and calcium signals was 0.503 ± 0.020 (lag = 200 ± 4.7 ms, 
mean±SEM, from 24 trials, 450 points/trial) in the S1 area, and 0.402 ± 0.027 (lag = 368 ± 12 ms, 
mean±SEM, from 22 trials, 450 points/trial) in the V1 area. Contamination of flavoprotein and 
hemodynamic signals were very low (Table 1). Taken together, these results suggest that calcium 
signals originating from the cortex of my YC2.60 mouse lines reflect relatively pure neuronal activity. 
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Figure 3 
Evoked responses in the primary sensory areas. 
(A and B) Image montage of evoked responses to whisker, auditory, and visual stimuli in Emx1-YC and VGAT-
YC mice. The first frame of the whisker stimulation shows a cortical blood vessel image through the skull. Open 
circle indicates bregma. Scale bar = 2 mm. 
(C) Overhead view of the mouse brain atlas of the left hemisphere, modified from Kirkcaldie, (2012). Open 
squares show locations of region of interests (ROIs). Scale bar = 1 mm. A, anterior direction; L, lateral direction. 
S1, primary somatosensory; -BF, barrel field; -FL, forelimb region; -HL, hindlimb region; -c, caudal part; -r, 
rostral part; S2, secondary somatosensory; A1, primary auditory; A2D, secondary auditory dorsal area; V1, 
primary visual; -M, monocular area; -B, binocular area; V2, secondary visual; -ML, mediolateral area; -MM, 
mediomedial area; -L, lateral area; M1, primary motor; M2, secondary motor; RSD, retrosplenial dysgranular; 
MPtA, medial parietal association; LPtA, lateral parietal association; PtP, parietal posterior area. 
(D) Cortical sensory topographic maps in the primary sensory areas. Circles indicate maximum points of each 
response. Scale bar = 500 ȝm. 
(E) Grand-averaged time courses of sensory responses to whisker, auditory and visual stimuli at ROIs of each 
primary sensory area. Dark and light gray hatches show 2-s early and late response periods, respectively. 
Black lines under the traces represent the stimulation period. Light-colored hatches indicate S.E.M. 
(F) Signal-to-noise ratio of each sensory response. Error bars indicate S.E.M. 
(G) Stimulus-intensity dependency of each sensory response. Arrowheads indicate parameters used in multi-
sensory stimulation conditions. 
(H) Neurometric function of each sensory modality. Error bars indicate S.E.M. 
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Figure 4 
Local field potential and calcium signal 
(A–D) Local field potentials and calcium signals in the S1BFc area.  
(A) Time traces of spontaneous activities of single trials. Black and blue traces indicate local field 
potentials and calcium signals, respectively.  
(B) Time traces of single trials during whisker stimulation. Gray bars indicate the whisker stimulation 
period.  
(C) Power spectrum of spontaneous local field potential.  
(D) Average of 24 trials during whisker stimulation.  
(E–H) Multiunit activity, local field potentials, and calcium signals in the V1M area.  
(E) Time traces of spontaneous activities of single trials. Vertical lines indicate the spike timings of 
multiunit activity.  
(F) Time traces of single trials during visual stimulation.  
(G) Superimposed spikes in spontaneous activity trials. Corresponding to vertical lines in (E).  
(H) Average of 24 trials during visual stimulation. Red trace indicates mean normalized firing rate of 
multiunit activities. 
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  ∆F/F (%) SEM Peak (sec) SEM μ/σ SEM 
Emx1-YC (n = 9) Y-ch 0.505 0.0368 0.52 0.03λ7 6.720 0.5631 
 Y-ch (negative) -0.378 0.04λ4 3.41 0.243λ -4.811 0.4431 
 C-ch -0.5λ8 0.0765 1.23 0.2512 -10.553 1.1427 
 Eq-ratio 1.13λ 0.0713 0.56 0.0463 12.3λλ 1.0553 
 Eq-ratio (2.5s) 0.235 0.08λ5 2.50 0.0000 2.401 0.7267 
B6 (n = 4) Intrinsic -0.053 0.004λ6 1.13 0.1155 -4.2λ7 0.6501 
 Flavin 0.145 0.054λ 0.61 0.0886 5.046 0.8240 
 Y-ch 0.04λ 0.0081 0.63 0.0527 2.88λ 0.43λ5 
 Y-ch (negative) -0.0λλ 0.0140 3.33 0.4λ23 -5.726 0.4455 
 C-ch -0.102 0.0167 2.λ3 0.368λ -6.130 0.6226 
 Eq-ratio 0.044 0.0145 0.77 0.05λ3 4.760 1.3247 
 Eq-ratio (2.5s) 0.00λ 0.0021 2.50 0.0000 0.λ40 0.1507 
 
 
 
Analysis of spontaneous cortical activity and seed-pixel correlation mapping 
Spontaneous cortical slow oscillations can reveal interregional functional connectivity even in the 
absence of direct sensory stimulation (Mohajerani et al., 2013). To assess whether spontaneous 
slow waves propagate across the entire cortex and show spatially-biased patterns of connectivity, 
I analyzed intercortical connectivity using seed-pixel correlation mapping. Examples of sequence 
patterns for spontaneous activity in Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice are shown in Figures 5A and 5B. 
In visual areas, high-amplitude patterns emerged in some frames in Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC, and 
Table 1 
Comparison of flavoprotein or intrinsic signal with FRET-based calcium signals 
Peak responses to whisker stimulation in the S1 area of Emx1-YC and B6 mice in FRET-based calcium, flavin 
(flavoprotein autofluorescence), and intrinsic signal (hemodynamics) imaging. 'SEM' stands for standard error 
of the mean. 'Y-ch' and 'C-ch' are yellow and cyan channels of FRET signal imaging filter sets, respectively. 
'Eq-ratio' is values after equalizing and ratioing. 'Intrinsic' and 'Flavin' indicate signal values of optimal filter sets 
for each imaging method. μ/σ is signal-to-noise ratio, divided peak ΔF/F by standard deviance of baseline ΔF/F 
fluctuation in each mouse. '(negative)' indicates negative peak values. '(2.5 s)' indicates signal values at the 2.5 
s after stimulus, when intrinsic signal showed large negative amplitude. 
In flavin signal imaging, the peak was positive at 0.61±0.089 s (mean±SEM) after stimulation, and in intrinsic 
signal imaging, the peak was negative at 1.13±0.12 s. B6 mice showed a 0.049±0.0081% positive peak in Y-
ch at 0.63±0.053s, which seemed to be contamination of flavin signal in Y-ch. No positive peak was detected 
in C-ch. The peak became 0.044±0.059% (μ/σ ~ 4.8) after ratioing. The eq-ratio signal of Emx1-YC was 
1.1±0.071% (μ/σ ~ 12.4). The degree of contamination of eq-ratio signal by flavin signal was estimated to be 
3.6% (0.044/1.139) in Emx1-YC mice. I detected negative peaks -0.099±0.014% at 3.33±0.49 s in Y-ch and -
0.102±0.017% at 2.93±0.37 s in C-ch. These peaks might correspond to absorption components of the intrinsic 
signals (Husson et al., 2007, Shibuki et al., 2003). The signals were canceled out with ratioing and became 
0.009±0.0021% (μ/σ ~ 0.94) at 2.5 s after stimulation, which was 0.81% (0.009/1.139) of the Emx1-YC eq-ratio 
signal peak and difficult to distinguish from the noise. I concluded that contamination by flavoprotein and 
hemodynamic signals was negligible. 
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other irregular cyclic patterns appeared and disappeared every ~1 s. The frequency spectra of 
spontaneous activity at each ROI were examined in a range from 0.2 to 2.0 Hz (Figure 5E). The 
spectral peak of the cortical slow oscillation was between 0.7 and 1.0 Hz. In visual areas, especially 
V1B, the low-frequency component was predominantly larger than the high-frequency component 
in the Emx1-YC spectra. This tendency was maintained in visual areas in the VGAT-YC spectra, 
but was not as large as in Emx1-YC. Low- and high-frequency power components were almost 
balanced at ROIs of S1BF and S1FL in both genotypes, and at ROIs of S2, A1, and A2D in VGAT-
YC. These results suggest that cortical spontaneous activity is not uniform but has a regional bias. 
    Seed-pixel correlation maps were computed by grand averaging (Emx1-YC, N = 15, n = 8; 
VGAT-YC, N = 7, n = 5) (Figures 5C and 5D). In Emx1 maps, highly-correlated patterns were 
divided into: (1) maps of S1BFr and S1FL seeds corresponding to its M1 regions, (2) maps that 
tracked spread within visual areas, and (3) maps that extend from lateral regions (S2 and A1) to 
medial regions (M2 and RSD). On the other hand, overall VGAT-YC maps had relatively lower 
correlations and smaller patterns compared with Emx1-YC maps. Areas in which the correlation 
coefficient exceeded 0.5 in Emx1-YC maps were significantly larger than those in VGAT-YC maps 
(p = 2.80×10-55, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) (Figure 5F). Session-pairwise correlations of area patterns 
with correlation coefficients >0.5 in the same seeds were calculated within the same genotypes 
and across different genotypes. There were significant differences between all groups (Kruskal-
Wallis test, χ2(2, 4848) = 1712, p = 0; Multiple comparison by Dunn’s method, within Emx1-YC vs 
within VGAT-YC, p = 0, within Emx1-YC vs across genotypes, p = 0, within VGAT-YC vs across 
genotypes, p = 7.67×10-19) (Figure 5G). The results indicate that patterns of seed-pixel correlation 
maps between Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC were dissimilar. 
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Figure 5 
Spontaneous activity and its seed-pixel correlation maps. 
(A and B) Sequence patterns of spontaneous activity in Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice. Open circles indicate 
bregma. 
(C and D) Seed-pixel correlation maps of spontaneous activity in Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice. Cross marks 
indicate locations of seed pixels at each ROI.  
(E) Region specificity of frequency structures in spontaneous activity. Power spectra at representative ROIs 
are shown at the locations of each ROI in the hemisphere. Magenta vertical lines exhibit frequency ranges 
from 0.7 to 1.0 Hz. Color codes and bubble sizes indicate superiority of low-frequency component (SIlow) in 
the top-left insets.  
 (F) Area sizes of correlation maps in which the correlation coefficient exceeded 0.5. Gray open circles 
indicate outliers.  
(G) Session-pairwise correlation coefficients of correlation map patterns in which correlation coefficient 
exceeded 0.5.  
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Cross-correlation analysis of spontaneous activity in cortical slow oscillations 
To examine the activity relationships between ROIs in more detail, I analyzed cross-correlations of 
spontaneous activities in all pairwise combinations of ROIs ranging from -1.5 to 1.5 s for multiple 
sessions (Emx1-YC, N = 15, n = 8; VGAT-YC, N = 7, n = 5) (Figures 6A and 6B). Example cross-
correlograms between LPtA and other ROIs are shown in Figure 5C. There were second peaks of 
the correlations from 1 to 1.5 s of the absolute time lag, indicating that oscillatory components from 
about 0.7 to 1 Hz in spontaneous activity coincided with cortical slow oscillations. In LPtA vs S1BFc, 
S1FL, and A1, time lags in the cross-correlograms indicate inward flow of the cortical slow 
oscillation from these counterpart regions to the node (see also reddish or yellowish links in LPtA 
panel in Figures 6A and 6B). On the other hand, in LPtA vs V1B, delayed time lags indicated 
outward flow from the node to the counterparts (see also bluish links in Figures 6A and 6B). In LPtA 
vs RSDc, the absence of a time lag indicates no net flow between the node and counterparts 
regions (see also green links in Figures 6A and 6B).  
    To quantify globally-averaged features of time lags and cross-correlations at each node, I 
defined “divergence” as an index of the sink and source strength of the flow (Figure 6D, see Chapter 
2). The divergence of Emx1-YC mice demonstrated the following tendencies: (1) nodes of S1BFc, 
S1FL, S2, and M1r had a strong source tendency, (2) visual areas had a strong sink tendency, (3) 
A1 had a moderate source tendency, and (4) medial/parietal areas, except LPtA, had a no-flow 
tendency, such as a hub of flows. On the other hand, in VGAT-YC, (1) only S1BFc had a strong 
source tendency, (2) visual areas had a strong sink tendency, (3) S2 and A2D had a moderate 
source tendency, and (4) medial/parietal areas had a no-flow tendency. The tendencies observed 
at S1FL, M1r, and LPtA regions in Emx1-YC were absent in VGAT-YC. I defined a “hub-like index” 
from the divergence values as high-linked and source/sink-like balanced areas (Figure 6E), 
resulting medial and parietal areas showed high hub-like index. 
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Figure 6 
Cross-correlation analysis of spontaneous activity. 
(A and B) Cross-correlation diagrams between target ROIs (nodes) and the others. Cross- correlation 
coefficients at time 0 were turned into widths of the lines. Time lags of crosscorrelations were encoded as 
pseudo colors. White squares are the nodes.  
(C) Cross-correlograms of spontaneous activity between a target node (LPtA) and representative counterpart 
ROIs. Vertical dotted lines indicate time point 0 and magenta triangles indicate peaks of cross-correlations. 
(D) Divergence, an index of time lags and cross-correlations at each node. Bubble color and size indicate the 
divergence. Values higher and lower than 0 indicate sinks and sources of activity flows, respectively. Value 0 
indicates no flow. Magenta open circles indicate the number of links.  
(E) Hub-like index, calculated from divergence and the number of links. Bubble color and size indicate the index 
values. 
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Cortical parcellation of spontaneous activity 
I tested whether spontaneous slow oscillations were parcellated into functional domains by 
hierarchical clustering (e.g. White et al., 2011). Examples of cortical parcellations that consist of 24 
clusters were exhibited in Figures 7A - 7D. Clusters of which parcel numbers or colors are close to 
each other have similar characteristics of temporal dynamics in the spontaneous activity. Visual 
areas seems to be extracted stably at the posterior field of the cortex (red areas), and anterior 
somatosensory and motor areas (blue areas) are always likely to be found in the both genotypes, 
suggesting that spontaneous activity maintains features of several functional domains regardless 
of Emx1-YC or VGAT-YC mice. In the example of dendrogram (Figure 7E), clusters were divided 
into 3 groups, clusters 1 - 9, clusters 22 - 24 and clusters 10 - 21, which represented lateral and 
anterior parts of somatosensory areas and anterior motor areas, visual areas and the others, 
respectively. Similar clusters gathered together near in clusters 22 - 24, whereas similar clusters 
were separated at a distance in clusters 17 and 18, which suggests both short- and long-range 
connections of cortical networks. Time courses reordered in the parcel orders are shown in Figure 
7F, in which the phases of the oscillations in the posterior parts of parcel number greater than 
around 20 were likely to be shifted from those in the other regions.  
    To confirm whether and how much clustered areas from spontaneous activity coincided with 
patterns of sensory-evoked areas, I compared degrees of overlaps between each evoked area and 
the clustered areas. The same data set for delineating neurometrics was used for representations 
of each evoked area by averaging over stimulus conditions from the largest intensity to the fourth 
intensity and grand-averaging (whisker: N = 10, n = 8; auditory, N = 9, n = 7; visual, N = 7, n = 6) 
(Figure 7G, top). Degrees of overlaps between each evoked area and the clustered areas were 
turned into an index and the most overlapped clusters were determined (Emx1-YC, N = 15, n = 8; 
VGAT-YC, N = 7, n = 5) (Figure 7G, middle and bottom). Centroids of the selected clusters were 
plotted in Figure 7H, in which the centroids were localized around the center of each evoked 
area. The area sizes of selected clusters were relatively small in the whisker and auditory stimulus 
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conditions, whereas large in the visual stimulus condition, except the secondary auditory evoked 
area in Emx1-YC, in both genotypes (Emx1-YC, χ2(3, 56) = 37.4, p = 3.87×10-8; VGAT-YC, χ2(3, 
20) = 10.3, p = 0.0160, Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn’s method for multiple comparison) (Figure 7I). The 
overlap indices were higher in visual and primary-auditory evoked areas than the others in Emx1-
YC, whereas relatively higher in visual evoked areas in VGAT-YC (Emx1-YC, χ2(3, 56) = 29.6, p = 
1.65×10-6; VGAT-YC, χ2(3, 20) = 8.89, p = 0.0308, the same methods as the area size) (Figure 
7J). These data strongly suggest that spontaneous slow oscillation represents functional cortical 
domain structures. Comparing to optical intrinsic imaging (White et al., 2011), I found that the 
domains were separated into smaller pieces. These discrepancies of resolution of functional 
domains parcellated, the number and size of clusters, may come from difference of signal origins 
between intrinsic signal and calcium signal corresponding to hemodynamics and direct neural 
activity, respectively, rather than methodological difference of the clustering. 
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Figure 7 
Cortical parcellation of spontaneous activity. 
(A - C) Examples of cortical parcellation maps in Emx1-YC mice. Color bar indicate parcel number of clusters 
and the actual numbers are shown on the map of (A). White open circles indicate bregma. Scale bar shows 
1 mm. 
(D) An example of the parcellation map in VGAT-YC mouse. 
(E) Dendrogram of clustering corresponding to the map of (A). 
(F) Color charts of time courses pixel-averaged within each parcel of the parcellation maps, which correspond 
to the maps of (A) - (D) from the top. 
(G) Comparison of evoked responses and clustered areas. Color bars indicate the number of overlaps of 
clustered areas that were the most similar to each evoked area in several sessions. Scale bar shows 1 mm. 
(H) Distributions of centroids of the selected clustered areas (blue dots). Dotted circles encompassed the 
individual distributions. Magenta crosses exhibit SDs and the centers of the distributions in the cortical field. 
Gray open circles indicate bregma. Scale bar shows 1 mm. 
(I) Area sizes of the selected clustered areas. Open circles indicate outliers. 
(J) Overlap index, how much overlapped the selected clustered areas were with each evoked area. 
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Chapter 4  Analysis of multisensory responses (Kuroki et al., 2018) 
 
Measurement and analysis of multisensory response dynamics across cortex 
I next measured cortical response dynamics during MSI in excitatory and inhibitory networks. In a 
previous study using electrophysiologic methods, multisensory responses showed super- or sub-
additivity (Stein and Stanford, 2008). They also found that additivity depends on stimulus-onset 
asynchrony (SOA) (Wallace et al., 2004). Particularly for visual responses, the additive effect is 
maximized when the onset of the visual stimulus precedes that of other stimuli by 30–50 ms 
because of intrinsic delays in the visual responsiveness of V1 (Mohajerani et al., 2013; Wallace et 
al., 2004). I tested whether multisensory responses based on calcium signals also showed super- 
or sub-additivity and whether the additivity was influenced by an adjustment of SOAs, by giving 
visual stimulation simultaneously with (condition V) or 30-ms before (condition Vp) other stimuli. 
Amplitude responses to each single and multiple stimulus condition are illustrated in all ROIs 
(Emx1-YC, N = 28, n = 21; VGAT-YC, N = 7, n = 5; Figures 8A and 8B). Response maps to each 
stimulus captured the spatial extent of the responses to each stimulus, which were similar between 
genotypes (Early, p = 0.886; Late, p = 0.516, paired t-test; Figure 8C). The supra-additivity were 
observed in the excitatory population of the high hub-like index areas (p = 0.028, Student’s t-test), 
but not in the inhibitory population (p = 0.657, Student’s t-test; Figure 8D). The differential 
responses of excitatory and inhibitory networks were analogous to observations made using 
electrophysiologic methods in a previous report (Olcese et al., 2013).  
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Multisensory responses in the primary sensory areas 
I analyzed evoked responses to single-sensory and multisensory stimuli at each primary sensory 
area in the both genotypes in which response period and pre-stimulus period were determined as 
Figure 8 
Cortical patterns of multisensory evoked responses. 
(A and B) Spatial extents of multisensory responses. Pseudo color and bubble size indicate z-score means 
of ΔR/R in response periods. X indicates no significance, the significance level is p < 0.05, between baseline 
and evoked. Early: 0–2 s and Late: 2–4 s after stimulus onset. White open circles indicate bregma. 
(C) Scatter plot of the evoked responses for Emx1-YC vs VGAT-YC mice. Dashed lines represent slope = 1 
(indicating equivalent z-scores of Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice). 
(D) z-score of single and multisensory conditions in high hub-like index areas (> 0.5, Figure 6E).  
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1-s duration after stimulus onset and 5-s duration before stimulus onset, respectively (Emx1-YC, N 
= 9, n = 7; VGAT-YC, N = 6, n = 4) (Figure 9A). Responses to stimulus combinations of 
multisensory conditions that included single-sensory stimuli corresponding to each primary sensory 
area were markedly increased from the baselines in both genotypes (as shown by asterisks, Figure 
9A). In contrast, responses significantly increased even in multiple stimulus conditions that did not 
include corresponding stimuli to each primary sensory area in both genotypes, except in whisker 
‘S’ condition at V1B in VGAT-YC. Responses to each primary single-stimulus conditions and the 
others demonstrated as following patterns: (1) responses to the other conditions were larger than 
the primary single condition, (2) smaller than the single condition, and (3) equal to the single 
condition, of which tendency was different in genotypes (as shown by colored daggers, Figure 9A). 
    At S1BFc, stimulus combinations including ‘S’ stimulus generated responses comparable to the 
response to ‘S’ stimulus only in the both genotypes. Additionally, ‘Vp’ stimulus affected to reduce 
the multimodal responses significantly in Emx1-YC, whereas ‘V’ stimulus enhanced that in VGAT-
YC. The aim of this adjustment is to align the timing of evoked responses delivered to each primary 
cortex because only visual response is delayed about from 30 to 50 ms compared with the other 
responses (Mohajerani et al., 2013; Wallace et al., 2004). Cross-modal responses also occurred to 
stimuli not including ‘S’ stimulus in the both genotypes. At A1, as the same as responses in S1, 
large responses were evoked by stimulus combination including ‘A’ stimulus in the both genotypes, 
but in Emx1-YC, visual stimulus increased the multisensory responses significantly in the auditory 
cortex. Cross-modal responses to ’S’ and ‘V’ stimuli were also occurred. At V1B, similarly, 
multimodal stimuli including ‘V’ or ‘Vp’ stimulus induced large responses in the both genotypes. In 
Emx1-YC, A+V or A+Vp stimulus enhanced responses at V1, whereas S+V or S+Vp stimulus 
suppressed responses significantly. Response to S+A+V or S+A+Vp stimulus was comparable to 
single modal responses. In VGAT-YC, S+V, S+A+V and S+A+Vp conditions were different from 
that of Emx1-YC. SNRs at each ROI in the both genotypes were mostly comparable to each other 
under multisensory stimulus conditions (Figure 9B). The additivity patterns were complex and 
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unmatched with previous reports (Stein and Stanford, 2008; Wallace et al., 2004). These 
discrepancies may depend on experimental conditions, i.e. anesthesia, strain, physiological signal 
observed, etc. Especially, stimulus duration may be the greatest influence on the discrepancies 
between my results and theirs; the duration was 500 ms in the current study, and up to 50 ms in 
the previous studies. For physiological signals, membrane potential and calcium ion dynamics are 
not precisely synchronized, however they should be macroscopically proportional, because of their 
distinct molecular mechanisms (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). Furthermore, although 
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs are balanced under anesthetized state, the balance shifts 
toward inhibitory in awake (Haider et al., 2013). 
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Phase-locking of slow waves by multisensory inputs in cortical hub areas 
I examined whether phase responses at association areas or boundary regions could be modulated 
by multisensory inputs. Averaged time traces for single and multiple stimulus conditions at example 
ROIs are shown in Figure 10A. In S1 area, large evoked responses to multimodal stimuli including 
the ‘S’ stimulus were generated prominently in both genotypes. In M2c and PtPR areas during the 
S, S+A, and S+A+V stimulus conditions, cortical slow-oscillation components persisted in the post-
stimulus period (Figure 10A, closed arrowheads) compared with the pre-stimulus period (Figure 
10A, open arrowheads) regardless of averaging, indicating that ongoing cortical slow oscillations 
were phase-locked, defined that phasic oscillations of a ROI were aligned for seconds among trials. 
Figure 9 
Multisensory responses in the primary sensory areas. 
(A) Evoked responses to single and multiple sensory stimuli at primary sensory areas in Emx1-YC and VGAT-
YC mice. Asterisks indicate significance between baseline and evoked responses. Daggers represent significant 
differences between primary responses and the other stimulus conditions. The significance level is p = 0.001. 
Single stimulus conditions in parenthesis show the primary responses. S: somatosensory whisker stimulus, A: 
auditory stimulus, V: visual stimulus, Vp: preceded visual stimulus. Black squares in schematics of the left 
hemisphere indicate the primary sensory areas. Open circles show bregma. Error bars indicate S.E.M. 
(B) Signal-to-noise ratios across all stimulus conditions in the all ROIs.  
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To quantify the phase-locking, I determined the phase-locking factor (PLF) (Kawasaki et al., 2014; 
see Chapter 2). In the Emx1-YC, phase-locking occurred globally under the A, S+A, A+V, S+Vp, 
S+A+V, and S+A+Vp stimulus conditions, particularly in the primary sensory and medial regions 
(N = 28, n = 21; Figure 10B, Early). The phase-locking lasted for ~4 s after stimulation offset in the 
medial regions under the S, S+A, and S+A+V conditions (Figure 10B, Late). The VGAT-YC also 
showed phase-locking in the early time window (N = 7, n = 5; Figure 10C), but the degree of phase-
locking was significantly lower than that in Emx1-YC (p = 2.26×10-23, paired t-test; Figure 10D), 
despite the absence of a difference in the evoked responses (Figure 8C). The degrees of PLF in 
the high hub-like index areas were enhanced by a multisensory stimulus in Emx1-YC (p = 2.88 x 
10-5, Student’s t-test), but not in VGAT-YC (p = 0.447, Student’s t-test; Figure 10E). I also observed 
a stimulus-intensity dependence of phase-locking in each sensory modality (Figure 11). The 
stimulus-intensity dependency, however, was much smaller than the degree of multisensory phase-
locking.  
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Figure 10 
Multisensory inputs induce phase-locking of cortical slow wave activity 
(A) Grand-averaged time traces in single and multiple stimulus conditions at example ROIs. Gray hatches 
indicate 500-ms stimulus period. Stimulus conditions are shown above the gray hatches. Open and closed 
arrowheads exhibit traces at pre- and post-stimulus periods, respectively, at M2c and PtPR under the S, S+A 
and S+A+V stimulus condition.  
(B and C) Phase-locking factor maps of single and multiple stimulus conditions. Pseudo color and bubble size 
show the phase-locking factor. X indicates no significance, the significance level is p < 0.05, from pre-stimulus 
baseline. Early: 0–2 s and Late: 2–4 s after stimulus onset. White open circles indicate bregma. PLF: phase-
locking factor. 
(D) Scatter plot of the PLF for Emx1-YC vs VGAT-YC mice. Dashed lines represent slope = 1 (indicating 
equivalent PLFs of Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice). 
(E) PLF of single and multisensory conditions in high hub-like index areas (> 0.5, Figure 6E). 
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To gain insight into the cause of the phase-locking phenomena, I carried out the following 
experiments. The PLF patterns suggested that multisensory signals converge in the association 
areas and modulate neuronal activities of cells in the areas as a function of multimodal integration. 
Figure 11 
Stimulus-intensity dependency of phase-locking 
(A – C) Phase-locking factor maps of single stimulus conditions for whisker, auditory and visual stimuli in 
Emx1-YC mice. Stimulus intensities were altered the same as in Figures 3G and 3H. Pseudo color and bubble 
size show the phase-locking factor. X indicates no significance, the significance level is p < 0.05, from pre-
stimulus baseline. Early: 0–2 s and Late: 2–4 s after stimulus onset. White open circles indicate bregma. 
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Population calcium signals, however, may represent either postsynaptic cells or presynaptic 
terminals. To reveal the phase-locking of postsynaptic cells in those areas, I injected AAV-DJ/8-
CaMKIIα-Cre (AAV-CaMKIIα-Cre) locally into the medial cortical area of tLSL-YC2.60 Tg mice. The 
mice expressed YC2.60 only in the medial cortex. Phase-locking was induced in these areas in 
these mice (N = 12, n = 6; Figures 12A and 12B), indicating that the phase-locking occurred 
precisely in the medial cortical neurons. I also injected viruses into the S1BFc and analyzed the 
whisker evoked responses. The mice showed the evoked response in the S1BFc, but did not show 
in the primary and secondary motor areas although Emx1-YC showed the response with the same 
condition, indicating the calcium signals scarcely contained axonal activities at the projecting sites 
(N = 3, n = 3; Figures 12C and 12D). To test whether direct excitatory inputs from primary sensory 
areas to association areas control the phase-locking, I measured the PLF in Emx1-YC under 
pharmacologic inactivation of the S1 area by muscimol, a GABAA receptor agonist. I originally 
hypothesized that PLF of the association areas would be decreased by silencing the S1 area. In 
contrast to my initial assumption, however, the PLF was significantly increased by S1 inactivation 
(N = 7, n = 7; Early, p = 1.12×10-21; Late, p = 2.06×10-6, paired t-test; Figure 13A and 13D), though 
evoked responses and PLF at the S1 were suppressed, as expected (z-score, p = 1.46×10-8; PLF, 
p = 0.0337, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; Figures 13B and 13C). The PLF of Emx1-YC mice was also 
calculated under the awake and the isoflurane-anesthetized conditions (awake, N = 10, n = 6; 
isoflurane-anesthetized, N = 8, n = 8; Figure 14E and 14F). The PLF was still observed in both 
conditions. In the isoflurane-anesthetized condition, the PLF in the medial areas was largely 
diminished, probably reflecting the difference in slow-wave flow under this condition (Figures 6D, 
14B and 14D). Spontaneous functional connections were consistent among all states (Figures 14A 
and 14C). These results suggest that neuronal activities of primary sensory areas are relayed 
polysynaptically to medial association areas and induce phase-locking in these areas.  
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Figure 12 
Phase-locking induced by multisensory inputs occurs postsynaptically. 
(A) Fluorescence images of AAV-Cre locally-injected (in the M2r and M2c) tLSL-YC2.60 Tg mice. Upper panels 
show low-magnification images. Upper left and right panels show coronal images at areas M2c and M2r, 
respectively. Lower panels show high-magnification images at M2c, M1, S1, and thalamus.  
(B) Phase-locking factor maps of single and multiple stimulus conditions of the AAV-Cre locally-injected tLSL-
YC2.60 Tg mice. Pseudo color and bubble size show the PLF. X indicates no significance, the significance level 
is p < 0.05, from pre-stimulus baseline. Earlyμ 0–2 s and Lateμ 2–4 s after stimulus onset. White open circle 
indicates bregma.  
(C) Image montage of evoked responses to whisker stimuli in AAV-Cre locally-injected (in the S1BFc) tLSL-
YC2.60 Tg mice. The first frame shows a cortical yellow image through the skull. Open circle indicates bregma. 
Scale bar = 2 mm.  
(D) Averaged time-courses of sensory responses to whisker stimuli at ROIs of S1BFc, M1c, M1r, M2c, and M2r 
in AAV-Cre locally-injected (in the S1BFc) tLSL-YC and Emx1-YC mice. Gray bars show the sensory stimulation 
period. 
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Figure 13 
S1 inactivation facilitates phase-locking 
(A) Phase-locking factor maps of single and multiple stimulus conditions of Emx1-YC mice after muscimol 
injection in the S1BFc. Pseudo color and bubble size show the phase-locking factor. X indicates no 
significance, the significance level is p < 0.05, from pre-stimulus baseline. Early: 0–2 s and Late: 2–4 s 
after stimulus onset. White open circle indicates bregma. 
(B) Evoked early response in the S1BFc area to S stimulation. 
(C) Early PLF in the S1BFc area with S stimulation. 
(D) Scatter plot of the PLF for muscimol inactivation vs control. Dashed lines indicate slope = 1 (PLFs of 
muscimol inactivation and control are equal). 
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Figure 14 
Phase-locking under awake and isoflurane-anesthetized state. 
(A and B) Seed-pixel correlation maps (A) and divergence index and link number (B) in the awake state. 
(C and D) Seed-pixel correlation maps (C) and divergence index and link number (D) in isoflurane-anesthetized 
state. 
(E and F) Phase-locking factor maps of single and multiple stimulus conditions of Emx1-YC mice under (E) 
awake and (F) isoflurane-anesthetized conditions. Pseudo color and bubble size show the phase-locking factor. 
X indicates no significance; the significance level is p < 0.05 from pre-stimulus baseline. Earlyμ 0–2 s and Lateμ 
2–4 s after stimulus onset. White open circle indicates bregma. 
E 
F 
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Chapter 5  Discussion 
 
In this study, I addressed several long-standing questions on the cortical dynamics of MSI. To study 
these issues I engineered a Tg mouse line to report wide-field, cell-type-specific, cortical calcium 
activity and analyze the data with novel data visualization tools. I demonstrate high resolution 
imaging of spontaneous cortical slow waves and their modulation by sensory stimulation from visual, 
auditory, and somatosensory modes, individually and in combination. Remarkably, even in the 
absence of stimulation, I observed structured connectivity in cortical slow wave dynamics, with a 
prominent hub-like architecture in medial/parietal association areas. The observed hubs were 
evident for excitatory and inhibitory networks, had balanced source/sink inputs, and during 
multisensory inputs the excitatory network showed prominent phase-locking of slow waves 
persisting for several seconds beyond the stimuli indicating signal integration, while the inhibitory 
network served network synchrony in a non-phase locking support role. Collectively, these findings 
reveal the spatial and temporal preconditions and cortical physiological states under which cross-
modal interactions occur suggesting new principles of MSI. 
 
Calcium signals of Tg mice accurately reflect neuronal population activity 
Population calcium signals could originate from the soma and neuropil/axons (Grienberger et al., 
2012) that correspond to neuronal inputs and outputs, respectively, and are correlated (Kerr et al., 
2005). Despite the complexity of possible subcellular sources of calcium signals, experiments with 
mice locally expressing YC2.60 revealed that calcium signals in my conditions represented well 
neuronal activities at the selected sites but not remote-projection sites (Figure 12). Consistently, 
calcium signals of excitatory populations correlated well with local field potential signals and 
multiunit activities at the sites monitored (Figure 4). There were close correlations between the z-
scores of Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice upon multisensory evoked responses (Figure 8C). These 
data suggest that the calcium signals detected in the wide-field imaging condition largely represent 
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activities of cells in local fields. Spontaneous and evoked responses in my wide-field imaging at a 
high sampling rate demonstrated information flows in broad cortical areas. 
Although the input excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances in neurons are balanced 
(Haider et al., 2006; Okun and Lampl, 2008) and the output membrane potentials of adjacent 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons are roughly synchronized (Neske et al., 2015), in my data 
analyzed from Emx1-YC and VGAT-YC mice, I observed the dissimilarity in the seed-pixel 
correlation maps (Figures 5C–5F), cross-correlation features (Figure 6D), and phase-locking by 
multisensory stimuli (Figures 10B and 10C). I need more sophisticated researches to reveal what 
make these differences while it must reflect differences between excitatory and inhibitory networks 
in anatomy and physiology (e.g. Tamamaki and Tomioka, 2010; Haider et al., 2013). 
 
Comparison with other indicators and Tg mouse lines 
    There are several Tg mice lines, which express genetic encoded calcium or voltage indicator 
in cell-specific manner (Madisen et al., 2015; Zariwala et al., 2013). Comparing YCs and GCaMPs, 
YCs, especially YC2.60 and YC nanos, shows high affinity to calcium and high noise immunity 
(Horikawa et al., 2010), which indicate YCs can detect low concentration calcium dynamics such 
as sub threshold activity. On the other hand, GCaMPs shows fast kinetics and large 
fluctuation (Chen et al., 2013), but low calcium affinity and hard to apply noise canceling method 
of FRET-based sensors because the GCaMPs are single fluorescence protein-based. Large 
fluctuation of fluorescence signal can overcome the low noise immunity and actually tLSL-YC2.60 
and GCaMP3 Tg mice crossed with Emx1-Cre showed similar SNR for wide-field calcium imaging 
(Vanni and Murphy, 2014). Properties of genetically encoded voltage sensors were improved 
recently and it can be applied in vivo experiments and can detect high frequency (> 50 Hz) action 
potentials (Akemann et al., 2012; Midisen et al., 2015; Tsutsui et al., 2013). However, it is still hard 
to detect the signals compared to calcium indicators, because of expression site of the sensors and 
range of signal fluctuations. Voltage probes should be reside the cell membrane because 
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membrane potential can be detected only there while calcium fluctuation can be detected in cytosol, 
and the ranges of voltage fluctuation is much smaller than those of calcium signals (Knöpfel, 
2012). We can localize the sensors at specific site in a cell (e.g. Akerboom et al., 2012) or detect 
other type signals (Lin and Schnitzer, 2016) by fusing or exchanging with other protein. Tg mice 
containing these sensors can improve S/N ratio of signals or show signal processing of sub-
neuronal domains such as dendritic branch, axon, spine, bouton, axon hillock and a specific signal 
input sites (e.g. near dopaminergic receptors). 
 
Spontaneous and evoked slow waves self-organize into cortical pathways and hubs 
My recordings in the absence of sensory stimulation demonstrate that brain-wide spontaneous slow 
wave activity was patterned into hub-like structures presumably representing functional 
connectivity in defined neural circuits. Previous studies suggest that specific sensory response 
patterns are reflected in spontaneous activity (Kenet et al., 2003; Saitoh et al., 2010), which can be 
extracted by seed-pixel correlation analysis (Farley and Noreña, 2013; Yoshida et al., 2008) to 
assess global connectivity in the cortex (Mohajerani et al., 2013). In my seed-pixel correlation maps 
of the excitatory neuronal network (Figure 5C), highly-correlated patterns in somatosensory cortex 
(Aronoff et al., 2010; Manita et al., 2015), visual cortex (Wang et al., 2012) and auditory cortex 
closely aligned with known functional anatomical connections (Mohajerani et al., 2013). Strong 
auditory responses emerged around parietal areas (Figure 3A) and the seed-pixel correlation maps 
suggest connections between auditory and parietal areas (Figure 5C). Parietal areas have 
connections with A2D, RSD, S1, M1/M2, and cingulate cortex (Wilber et al., 2015), which may 
contribute to the resemblance between correlation map patterns where seeds were located in 
auditory, M1, M2, RSD, and parietal areas. Slow waves propagating from each primary sensory 
area to the entire cortex passed through the medial/parietal areas and terminated at PtA (in case 
of S1 and A1 origins) and at M2 (in case of V1 origin) areas within ~20 ms from the rise of each 
evoked response (Mohajerani et al., 2013). My results are consistent with response patterns 
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evoked by artificial cortical microstimulation (Hishida et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2012), suggesting 
direct and polysynaptic projections between these cortical pathways. Taken together, 
spontaneously correlated cortical maps exhibited static connectivity between sensory areas and 
medial/parietal areas presumably derived from direct and polysynaptic connections.  
    I expected not only connections but also functional domains and the borders (Figures 7A-7D) 
from the spontaneous time course changes of slow waves. The spatial patterns, especially 
representing primary sensory areas, were overlapped with sensory evoked patterns (Figures 7G-
7J). Regional bias displayed as frequency structures of the slow oscillation (Figure 5E) may be 
reflected as the functional domains. Low-frequency superiority, dominancy of low-frequency 
component over high-frequency component of cortical slow waves in V1 was the highest in the 
excitatory network consistent with a prolonged down state duration in V1 (Chauvette et al., 
2011). Region-specific differences in the form of long-range projections may derive from 
differences in cortico-cortical, thalamo-cortical, and transcallosal connections. Slow wave flow 
generates starting and ending points in every part of the cortex (McCormick et al., 2015), and, in 
particular, wave flow may not be able to pass easily through the boundaries of certain areas, such 
as the borders of V1 (Xu et al., 2007) compared with other areas, as I showed highly-correlated 
patterns exclusively in V1 (Figure 5C). Moreover, although visual areas had a higher probability of 
being sinks than other areas (Figure 6D), V1 had a relatively small divergence, sink/source strength 
of cortical flows, compared with V2. These results suggest that a lower occurrence of slow waves 
can result from their low-frequency superiority. 
    In the excitatory network, the most anterior ROIs had delayed time-lag links, whereas the 
posterior ROIs had preceded time-lag links dominantly (Figure 6A). These results indicate that the 
phase of slow oscillation in the anterior part precedes the phase in the posterior part, suggesting 
an anterior to posterior wave flow (Sheroziya and Timofeev, 2014; Stroh et al., 2013; Vyazovskiy 
et al., 2009). I also estimated the slow wave velocity be 20–40 mm/s, which roughly agrees with 
previous in vivo studies using ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (Fucke et al., 2011; Luczak et al., 
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2007; Sheroziya and Timofeev, 2014; Stroh et al., 2013). For divergence of the wave flow at each 
ROI (Figure 6D, left), the locations of ROIs corresponded to those identified in previous reports 
(Hishida et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2012; Zingg et al., 2014). My finding is that functional connectivity 
like hub structures was detected even in spontaneous activity without direct probing techniques 
such as micro-circuit stimulation or labeling circuitry. 
    It is likely that the late components of sensory-evoked responses derive from the reverberation 
of neural activity at the following three functional neural connections: (1) intracortical (Chen et al., 
2015; Funayama et al., 2015; Grienberger et al., 2012), (2) cortico-thalamo-cortical (Lee and 
Sherman, 2010; Stroh et al., 2013; Theyel et al., 2010), and (3) transcallosal (Mohajerani et al., 
2010; Petreanu et al., 2007) ones. Distinct peak patterns might represent characteristic 
reverberation circuits in different sensory areas (Figure 3E). The reverberating activity was 
prominently observed, particularly in auditory response, in which an increase in the activity, even 
in visual areas, persisted for ~1.5 s to several seconds after the early response at the parietal area 
(Figures 3A and 3B). This result may be based on strong reverberations in reciprocal connections 
among auditory, parietal, and visual areas. An auditory stimulus is frequently used as an alert cue 
(e.g., Manly et al., 2002). This may be because cortex-wide networks underlying the reverberations 
may increase awareness by auditory cues. 
 
Phase-locking of spontaneous slow waves in cortical hubs during multisensory input 
Phase synchronization is referred to as the entrainment of the oscillatory phases between distinct 
brain areas and may contribute to the communication and association of interregional information 
with mainly theta and gamma oscillations (Fell and Axmacher, 2011). Intercortical phase 
synchronization also occurs in slow oscillations at the delta-wave frequency during a multimodal 
association task (Weiss and Rappelsberger, 2000) and a working memory task (Fujisawa and 
Buzsáki, 2011). Furthermore, slow oscillations modulate amplitudes of faster oscillations, referred 
to as cross-frequency coupling (Aru et al., 2015), which may influence phase synchronization in 
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faster oscillations. My findings indicate that medial/parietal cortices form hubs for information 
transmission and are likely important for MSI and sensory-motor association (e.g., Harvey et al., 
2012; Makino and Komiyama, 2015; Makino et al., 2017; Robinson et al., 2011; Yoshitake et al., 
2013). Local phase-locking, if expanded to the entire cortex induced by multisensory stimuli, may 
represent a neural substrate underlying MSI elicited by intercortical phase synchronization. 
    Distinct from phase-locking, phase-resetting is a phenomenon where the phase of sensory 
responses aligns between trials in primary sensory areas and lasts within several hundred 
milliseconds (Kayser et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2007; Sieben et al., 2013). My results are 
consistent with these studies showing that multisensory stimulation produces stronger phase-
resetting than single sensory stimulation (Figure 10B). Phase-resetting is suggested to be induced 
by interactions between different sensory thalamic areas and between primary cortical areas 
(Lakatos et al., 2007; Sieben et al., 2013). Depending on the sound-stimulus rhythm attended by a 
monkey, membrane potentials oscillate persistently for several seconds in the auditory cortex 
(Lakatos et al., 2013). The authors suggested the modulation of cortical activity by non-specific 
thalamic nuclei controlled by directed attention. The previously mentioned corticothalamic 
reverberations in phase-resetting (Lee and Sherman, 2010; Stroh et al., 2013) may also contribute 
to long-lasting phase-locking. Consistent with this notion, the data obtained under silencing of the 
primary sensory area (S1) suggest that polysynaptic mechanisms underlie the phase-locking 
(Figure 13). Contributions of corticocortical polysynaptic connections were also suggested by other 
groups (Hishida et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2012; Mohajerani et al., 2013). The long-lasting temporal 
window could be retained by phase-locking, which may increase the precision of multimodal 
integrated information and make selective attention more effective. 
    I observed phase-locking mainly in the excitatory network (Figures 10D and 10E, left). In 
contrast, the S+A+V stimulus induced a significantly larger power of slow oscillation at the late 
period compared with the S single stimulus in the inhibitory network, whereas there was no 
significant difference in the excitatory network (Figures 10D and 10E, right). These results suggest 
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that excitatory and inhibitory circuits have distinct roles (Gogolla et al., 2014; Iurilli et al., 2012; 
Olcese et al., 2013; Song et al., 2017). Given that slow waves reach from distant areas and mutually 
intensify at the association areas, I observed phase-locking in the excitatory network because long-
range inputs are predominant in the network. Recently, it has been reported that impairment of 
slow-oscillation synchronization between the cerebral hemispheres in an Alzheimer's disease 
model mouse was recovered by a GABA agonist (Busche et al., 2015). Moreover, entrainment of 
cortical oscillatory activity is controlled by thalamocortical inputs via inhibitory neurons (Lemieux et 
al., 2014; O’Connell et al., 2011). Alteration of PLF patterns with isoflurane anesthesia, which 
mainly works as GABAa agonist (Figure 14E), and enhancement of PLF degrees with local neural 
inactivation by muscimol (Figure 13) can support the contribution of inhibitory neural population for 
the phase-locking induction. These results suggest that inhibitory neurons modulate 
synchronization of cortical slow oscillation. 
 
    It is not conclusive whether the phase locking actually important in multisensory integration or 
not, because performance of sensory association were not evaluated. To assess it, I should 
combine a multisensory association task with the wide-field calcium imaging. tLSL-YC2.60 mice 
express FRET based calcium sensor (YC2.60), which has large noise immunity than single 
fluorescence protein-based sensors such as GCaMPs (Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). The 
advantage is suitable for combining behavior experiments because noises from body movement of 
mice during behavior are one of major problems for many types of fluorescence recordings, and 
FRET sensor can cancel them. In this study, I analyzed population calcium signals, including 
calcium fluctuation changes of each neurons and synchronization degree among the neurons, but 
still unclear how each single neuron behaves during the phase locking. Two-photon imaging or 
multi-unit recording can be used for analyzing activities of single neurons under the multisensory 
stimulus and answer the question. As a technical point, I think the application range of the cell-type 
specific wide-field calcium imaging method is very wide. In addition to advantages I showed in this 
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study, it can perform over months with the same subjects because of low invasiveness. This can 
make it possible to observe chronic process of learning, development, recovery from injury, mental 
disease and so on over whole cortex range. 
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